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before the 1987 tax law change, real estate was a non-subordinate asset. as long as the value of the
asset did not exceed the basis value, the real estate was not subject to current tax on gains. so most

investors built up a basis in their home by increasing home prices and lowering their tax bills.
unfortunately when the 1987 act changed real estate into a residence, the only non-subordinate assets
became rental real estate, or more specifically “commercial income.” this meant that the gain capital
gain could be subject to current tax and the basis could be lowered by 1/2, 1/4 or 1/8 of the adjusted

basis. for the purposes of this chapter the adjusted basis is defined as the fmv less depreciation taken.
so if your basis is $150,000 and the fmv is $150,000, the increase in basis is $0. using the previous

example, if your gain is $40,000, your tax on the gain is $8,000 and your equity in the house is
$100,000, your upside is $38,000. you took a $4,000 loss! it is the one and only authorized reference

to standard lengths and volumetric capacities used for machinery. this table is here to keep our
customers up to date on current standard lengths and can be used as a guide to purchase the proper

size motor for their needs. the history of industrial production is the long-term history of economic
growth. the amount of industrial production in a country varies greatly from year to year, and even
from decade to decade. it has often been the case that in the early years of an economy industrial
production will grow faster than economic output. in other instances, industrial production will lag

behind economic growth. it is only in recent times that, because of better, more efficient technology,
the rate of growth in industrial output has been closely linked to the rate of growth in economic output.
not every industrial country will relate to this dynamic, as in nations that have a substantial agricultural
sector, where agricultural production is much more closely linked to economic output. this is also true

of some developing nations in which the industrial sector is even more in the early stages of
development.
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